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ABSTRACT
Next-generation non-volatile memory (NVM) technologies, such
as phase-change memory and memristors, can enable computer
systems infrastructure to continue keeping up with the voracious
appetite of data-centric applications for large, cheap, and fast stor-
age. Persistent memory has emerged as a promising approach to
accessing emerging byte-addressable non-volatile memory through
processor load/store instructions. Due to lack of commercially avail-
able NVM, system software researchers have mainly relied on em-
ulation to model persistent memory performance. However, exist-
ing emulation approaches are either too simplistic, or too slow to
emulate large-scale workloads, or require special hardware. To fill
this gap and encourage wider adoption of persistent memory, we
developed a performance emulator for persistent memory, called
Quartz. Quartz enables an efficient emulation of a wide range
of NVM latencies and bandwidth characteristics for performance
evaluation of emerging byte-addressable NVMs and their impact
on applications performance (without modifying or instrumenting
their source code) by leveraging features available in commod-
ity hardware. Our emulator is implemented on three latest Intel
Xeon-based processor architectures: Sandy Bridge, Ivy Bridge, and
Haswell. To assist researchers and engineers in evaluating design
decisions with emerging NVMs, we extend Quartz for emulating
the application execution on future systems with two types of mem-
ory: fast, regular volatile DRAM and slower persistent memory.
We evaluate the effectiveness of our approach by using a set of
specially designed memory-intensive benchmarks and real applica-
tions. The accuracy of the proposed approach is validated by run-
ning these programs both on our emulation platform and a multi-
socket (NUMA) machine that can support a range of memory la-
tencies. We show that Quartz can emulate a range of performance
characteristics with low overhead and good accuracy (with emula-
tion errors 0.2% - 9%).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Persistent memory (PM) has been gaining momentum both in

research [20, 19, 36, 30, 21, 29] and industry [13, 12] as a promis-
ing interface for accessing emerging byte-addressable non-volatile
memory (NVM) technologies, such as phase-change memory and
memristors. With persistent memory, NVM is directly attached to
the memory bus and accessed through regular processor load/store
instructions, thus avoiding the overheads of traditional block-based
interfaces. Forward-looking projects like Berkeley’s Firebox [17]
and HP’s The Machine [16] envision future scale-out machines that
have enormous amount of non-volatile memories (NVMs). Ef-
ficient Big Data processing poses many challenging performance
problems to solve. There are many open questions about possible
system software design with NVMs such as:

• Shall we consider DRAM as a caching layer for NVM?
• Shall we build systems with two types of memory: DRAM

(fast, small) and NVM (slow, large)?
• Given two memory types, how shall we design new applica-

tions to benefit from this memory arrangement and decide on
the efficient data placement?

• How sensitive the applications are to different ranges of
NVM access latency and bandwidth?

Apparently, many design and data placement decisions might de-
pend on the performance characteristics (latency and bandwidth)
of future NVMs. It is non-trivial to predict applications perfor-
mance when it is executed on NVM with higher access latency.
However, NVMs are not commercially available yet, and a few
existing hardware prototypes [18, 21] have limited accessibility.
Therefore, there is a high need for an emulation platform that mim-
ics performance characteristics of different NVM technologies for
assisting researchers in design of new software stacks for emerging
NVMs and studying their performance on future workloads (with-
out modifying or instrumenting the application source code).

Persistent memory performance is expected to be close to perfor-
mance of main memory (i.e., DRAM). However, its exact perfor-
mance characteristics will depend on the underlying NVM technol-
ogy and hardware. Due to lack of commercially available NVM,
system software researchers have mainly relied on emulation to
study how system software and algorithms would perform with
different PM performance characteristics, such as bandwidth and
latency. [20, 19, 36, 30, 21, 27]. Current emulation approaches



though suffer several limitations: cycle-accurate architecture sim-
ulators are too slow (four or more orders of magnitude slowdown)
and do not scale to large workloads [20, 32], emulators based on
special hardware limit adoption [21], and purely software-based ap-
proaches are either too simplistic and ignore cache eviction effects
and memory-level parallelism [10, 36], or require separate offline
analysis [30].

In this paper, we introduce a lightweight performance emulation
platform for persistent memory, called Quartz1. Quartz focuses
on modeling the primary performance characteristics of PM that
contribute to application end-to-end performance, namely latency
and bandwidth. We do not target low-level hardware details, such
as specific NVM devices, processor, and memory system architec-
ture, as these require heavyweight simulation techniques [31, 25].
Thus, we are not after an accurate simulation of NVM functional-
ity and NVM features, but rather after emulating the NVM perfor-
mance characteristics.

As a general design principle to achieve a low-overhead emula-
tion at large scale without compromising accuracy, while encour-
aging wide adoption, our emulator utilizes hardware features avail-
able in commodity processors to slow down DRAM.

We take a two-pronged approach to emulating persistent-
memory performance. We emulate bandwidth by utilizing the
DRAM thermal control feature available in commodity processors
[6, 24] to limit (throttle) available memory bandwidth similarly to
other efforts [21]. Emulating latency is more challenging. Com-
modity hardware provides no direct control of memory latency, so
we have to resort to software-based techniques. Software, however,
introduces a very high overhead for slowing down each individual
memory access. We instead focus on modelling average applica-
tion perceived latency to be close to PM latency. The key idea is
to dynamically inject software created delays to account for higher
PM latency at boundaries of specially defined time intervals, called
epochs. We derive delays based on an analytic model that leverages
hardware performance counters to achieve low overhead and good
accuracy.

Our earlier work-in-progress report [33] sketches the initial ana-
lytic model for single-threaded applications and provides prelim-
inary evidence of its effectiveness. Here, we extend this initial
model to cover multithreaded PM applications with inter-thread
dependencies and communications, and present a complete imple-
mentation based on that model.

We implement our emulator in Linux as a combination of two
modules:

• a user-mode library that dynamically attaches to a program
to emulate PM;

• a kernel module that programs necessary hardware registers
and performance counters.

The library dynamically attaches to a program and emulates per-
sistent memory performance by slowing down DRAM based on
our analytic model. It uses the kernel module to properly con-
trol hardware registers and performance counters as needed by
the model. Our emulator is implemented on three latest Intel
Xeon-based processor architectures: Sandy Bridge, Ivy Bridge, and
Haswell. Moreover, we extend Quartz for emulating the applica-
tion execution on future systems with two types of memory: fast,
regular volatile DRAM and slower persistent memory.

We evaluate the accuracy of the proposed solution by using a set
of specially designed microbenchmarks executed on three different
hardware platforms. We show that Quartz can emulate a range of
performance characteristics with low overhead and good accuracy
(with emulation errors 0.2% - 9%). We demonstrate the utility of
our emulator by studying the sensitivity of a key-value store and

1Like quartz in electric oscillators, our emulator regulates time.

graph algorithm to PM performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 intro-

duces the analytic memory model used in our emulation platform,
including extensions to cover multithreaded applications. Sec-
tion 3 presents a complete emulator implementation based on that
model. Section 3.3 describes another Quartz extension for emulat-
ing the application execution on systems with two types of mem-
ory (DRAM and NVM). Section 4 describes the experimental setup
and applications to evaluate the accuracy and effectiveness of our
approach. Section 5 outlines related work. Section 6 discusses
implementation challenges and future opportunities for Quartz. Fi-
nally, Section 7 presents conclusion and future work directions.

2. MEMORY PERFORMANCE MODEL
In this section, we discuss subtleties in emulating NVM us-

ing DRAM and the requirements for separately mimicking two
performance characteristics of NVM when compared to DRAM:
lower memory bandwidth and higher latency. To that extent, we
propose separate memory bandwidth and memory latency perfor-
mance models, and discuss their implementation based on com-
modity hardware.

2.1 Bandwidth Model
We emulate bandwidth by leveraging the DRAM thermal control

feature available in commodity processors to limit available mem-
ory bandwidth similarly to other efforts [21]. Specifically, we uti-
lize thermal control registers found in the integrated memory con-
troller of modern Intel Xeon processors [7] to programmatically
throttle DRAM bandwidth in a per channel basis.

Intel manuals [6] describe separate registers for read and write
bandwidth throttling, which might provide separate knobs to in-
dependently control read and write memory bandwidth. This ap-
proach could provide additional advantages and flexibility: it en-
ables modeling the asymmetric bandwidth specification of NVM,
where generally the read bandwidth is greater than the write band-
width2.

2.2 Epoch-based Latency Emulation
As commodity hardware provides no means to effectively con-

trol memory latency, we employ a software-based solution for em-
ulating PM latency. Software, however, introduces a very high
overhead for slowing down each individual memory access. We
instead focus on modelling average application perceived latency
to be close to PM latency. The key idea is to dynamically inject
software created delays to account for higher PM latency at bound-
aries of specially defined time intervals, called epochs, as shown in
Figure 1. For a given epoch, our emulator observes application’s
compute and memory characteristics by reading hardware perfor-
mance counters. Then, at the end of each epoch, Quartz calculates
the required software delay using the collected memory metrics, it
interrupts the application execution, and injects the delay by spin-
ning for the required time. For a single threaded application the
epoch creation is as simple as creating the fixed-size intervals.

A very simple model for computing the additional delay ∆i for a
given epoch i is to count the total number of memory references
made in E pochi and multiply it by the difference in NVM and
DRAM latencies. But the point to note is that not all the mem-
ory references issued by the application are served by DRAM, be-
cause some of the references are served by the processor’s private
caches and/or shared last level cache. Therefore, we need to count

2In our experiments, we were able to throttle overall memory bandwidth.
We have contacted Intel engineer with questions on how to make the sepa-
rate registers for read and write bandwidth throttling work, and found out
that these registers are not yet broadly available in many latest processors.



Figure 1: Our approach for emulating NVM latency by injecting soft-
ware delays after each epoch.

only those memory references that miss the caches and are actually
served from memory (Mi). So the additional delay for a particular
epoch i can be defined as follows:

∆i = Mi · (NV Mlat −DRAMlat) (1)

where we use the following denotations:
• ∆i - software delay injected at the end of epoch i.
• Mi - the total number of memory references going to the

memory system in epoch i.
• NV Mlat - the average NVM access latency (in ns).
• DRAMlat - the average DRAM access latency (in ns).

This simple model works well iff all the memory references are
issued serially to memory one after another. Figure 2 shows picto-
rially different memory reference processing patterns, that require
injecting different delays for emulating a slower NVM latency. We
can observe that LoadA, LoadB, and LoadC are issued serially in
E poch1, and therefore, Eq. 1 correctly models the additional delay
for this epoch as shown in Figure 2 and Epoch1.

Figure 2: Impact of memory level parallelism on calculating the soft-
ware delay injected at the end of each epoch.

Several features of modern processors make this assumption in-
valid. Memory is typically write-back cacheable: a write is cached
and the data it writes goes out to memory when the cache finally
evicts it, while a read may hit in the processor cache and avoid the
long trip to memory. Moreover, hardware memory prefetching may
further reduce the number of memory references a processor stall
waits for. Finally, modern processors may issue multiple memory
requests in parallel, known as memory level parallelism (MLP), to
overlap requests and hide memory latency. As shown in Figure 2
and E poch2 with memory references LoadD, LoadE , and LoadF
issued in parallel, the simple model over-estimates the additional
delay by a factor of 3, because of not considering the impact of
MLP during memory reference processing (MLP=3 in this epoch).
Therefore, to account for MLP we should approximate the average
number of serial memory accesses for computing the additional
delay in a given epoch i.

To our rescue, most recent processors provide hardware perfor-
mance counters to measure the number of cycles a processor stalls
when serving LOAD memory requests. Memory stall cycles (de-
noted as LDM_STALL) naturally capture memory-level parallelism
as other memory requests that are served in parallel to an outstand-
ing request do not contribute to stall cycles. Thus, dividing mem-
ory stall cycles by the average memory latency gives us the average
number of serial memory accesses. Then the additional delay to

inject after Epochi is defined as follows:

∆i =
LDM_STALLi

DRAMlat
· (NV Mlat −DRAMlat) (2)

where LDM_STALLi is the total number of processor stall cycles
caused by serving memory requests in epoch i as estimated via
hardware performance counters.

2.3 Latency Emulation for Multithreaded Ap-
plications

The epoch-based latency emulation (with statically configured
epochs) works well for single-threaded applications. Figure 3 presents
how the emulation works in presence of two independent threads,
which run asynchronously. In this scenario, there are no any depen-
dencies or communications between the threads and each thread is
executed and treated by the emulator independently.

Figure 3: Emulating NVM latency for multithreaded application with
two independent, asynchronous threads.

However, in a general case of multithreaded applications, naively
injecting delays at fixed-size epochs is not sufficient because of
inter-thread dependencies and communication. For example, when
one thread holds a lock for executing in a critical section, the sec-
ond thread competing for the same lock should wait for release of
this lock (see Figure 4 (a)). If the accumulated delay in the critical
section of the first thread is injected after it releases the lock then
the resulting threads execution schedule would be as if two criti-
cal sections of these threads were time-wise overlapped as shown
in Figure 4 (a). In the correct latency emulation, the accumulated

(a) Multithreaded application with critical sections and independently
injected delays

(b) Emulating execution of multithreaded application (with synchro-
nization primitives) in NVM-based systems

Figure 4: Emulating NVM latency for multithreaded applications
with synchronization primitives.



delay by the first thread (during its execution in the critical section)
should be injected by the first thread at the end of critical section
before releasing the lock, and in such a way to be propagated into
the execution of the second thread (as a delay for getting the lock)
as shown in Figure 4 (b). To capture dependencies, we extend our
epoch model to close epochs and inject proper delays before any
events that result in inter-thread communication, such as lock re-
leases and condition-variable notifications.

Therefore, for modeling NVM latency during execution of mul-
tithreaded applications, the emulator must close the current epoch
and open a new one, when the thread enters and/or exits a crit-
ical section so the LDM_STALL cycles generated in the critical
section are correctly injected as delays before releasing or acquir-
ing the lock. As a result, this delay will be propagated to other
threads which are waiting to access the critical section. Figure 4 (b)
presents this scenario.

Synchronization primitives are tracked by the emulator, which
will cause closing the current epoch with injected delay and open-
ing a new epoch. However, very frequent synchronization primi-
tives and corresponding delay calculations by the emulator may in-
troduce a high overhead and lead to emulation inaccuracy. There-
fore, besides the maximum static (maximum) epoch duration, we
introduce a minimum epoch duration which determines the amount
of time a thread must execute before a new epoch can be open.
This allows minimizing the emulator overhead without sacrificing
its accuracy.

3. QUARTZ IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we describe the implementation of Quartz, which

is our platform for emulating persistent memory. For ease of ex-
position, we start by describing how Quartz implements the perfor-
mance model of persistent memory presented in Section 2. Then,
we cover extensions to the basic model and implementation for
emulating the application execution on future systems with two
types of memory: fast, regular volatile DRAM and slower persis-
tent memory.

3.1 Emulating Persistent Memory
We implemented Quartz in Linux as a pair of a simple kernel

module and a user-mode library that provides the core functionality
for emulating persistent memory. Our current prototype runs on the
three latest Intel processor architectures: Sandy Bridge, Ivy Bridge,
and Haswell.

The kernel module serves the library in two ways. First, it lets
the library throttle DRAM bandwidth in a per channel basis by pro-
gramming the thermal control registers THRT_PWR_DIMM_[0:2]
found in the integrated memory controller of modern Intel Xeon
processors [6]. These registers are available through the PCI con-
figuration space and require privileged access. We confirm that the
throttling degree is linear in the space of the register size (12 bits)
as we show later in the evaluation section. We estimate the maxi-
mum bandwidth possible for each register value by measuring the
time to stream through a large memory region using x86 streaming
instructions (SSE). To effectively saturate memory bandwidth, we
fork multiple threads each of which uses streaming instructions to
access a part of the region. The helper program saves these values
for later use by the user-mode library.

Second, the kernel module programs the hardware performance
monitoring counters (PMC) to count the performance events shown
in Table 1, which are later used by the library to derive stall cycles
at runtime.3 It also enables direct access to the counters from user

3Note, that the performance events are the same on Ivy Bridge and
Haswell with a small change in the event names: from “LLC” to
“L3”.

mode via rdpmc instructions to reduce the overhead for access-
ing counters. We find this method to have a lower overhead com-
pared to accessing counters using frameworks like perf [11] and
PAPI [9] that virtualize performance counters and require trapping
into the kernel on each access.

Sa
nd

y L2stalls CYCLE_ACTIVITY:STALLS_L2_PENDING

L3hit MEM_LOAD_UOPS_RETIRED:L3_HIT

L3miss MEM_LOAD_UOPS_MISC_RETIRED:LLC_MISS

Iv
y

L2stalls CYCLE_ACTIVITY:STALLS_L2_PENDING

L3hit MEM_LOAD_UOPS_LLC_HIT_RETIRED:XSNP_NONE

L3local
miss MEM_LOAD_UOPS_LLC_MISS_RETIRED:LOCAL_DRAM

L3remote
miss MEM_LOAD_UOPS_LLC_MISS_RETIRED:REMOTE_DRAM

H
as

w
el

l L2stalls CYCLE_ACTIVITY:STALLS_L2_PENDING

L3hit MEM_LOAD_UOPS_L3_HIT_RETIRED:XSNP_NONE

L3local
miss MEM_LOAD_UOPS_L3_MISS_RETIRED:LOCAL_DRAM

L3remote
miss MEM_LOAD_UOPS_L3_MISS_RETIRED:REMOTE_DRAM

Table 1: Performance events per processor family.
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Figure 5: Interactions between applications threads and
Quartz modules (solid blue color).

The user-mode library provides the core functionality for emu-
lating PM. Upon loading, the library performs necessary initializa-
tion. First, it throttles DRAM bandwidth to the target PM band-
width via the kernel module. Then, it forks a monitor thread that
monitors application threads. The monitor learns about new appli-
cation threads by interposing on thread creation events (pthread_-
create) so that new threads callback into the library and regis-
ter themselves with the monitor (Figure 5, step 1). We imple-
ment function interposition by leveraging the fact that system li-
brary functions are usually defined as weak symbols and define a
new function with the same name and signature that intercepts the
original function call. We ensure our library can intercept such
calls by loading the library before any other library using the LD_-
PRELOAD environment variable.

The library creates epochs in two ways. First, the monitor thread
periodically wakes up and sends POSIX signals to interrupt each



application thread whose current epoch time length exceeds a con-
figurable maximum epoch length size (Figure 5, step 2). When a
thread receives an interrupt signal, it ends the current epoch, reads
the performance counters of Table 1 directly using rdpmc instruc-
tions (Figure 5, step 3), and then feeds the performance counter val-
ues into the analytic model (Figure 5, step 4). The model uses three
performance counters to derive the stall cycles as defined in [2]:

LDM_STALL = L2stalls ×
W ×L3miss

L3hit +W ×L3miss
(3)

where W is the ratio of DRAM to L3 cache latency. LDM_STALL
value is used in Eq 2 to estimate the injected delay as described
earlier in section 2.2. It then injects the delay by spinning for the
required time, and begins a new epoch (Figure 5, steps 5,6). We
implement spinning through a software spin loop that uses the x86
rdtscp instruction to read the processor timestamp counter and
which spins until the counter reaches the intended delay [36, 30].
The monitor thread estimates each thread’s current epoch length by
comparing the current monotonic timestamp (clock_gettime) to
the timestamp that each thread records when it began its current
epoch. Currently, the monitor thread wakes up at configurable
fixed time intervals. This keeps the implementation simple but
wake-up events and thread epoch completion times may slightly
drift apart. We did not find this to dramatically impact accuracy.

A challenge with using signals is that signals may interrupt sys-
tem calls and potentially break applications that do not properly
handle system call errors due to interruptions. To mitigate this
problem, applications that do not properly handle system-call in-
terruptions can be extended to simply retry system calls.

The library also creates epochs at events that result in inter-
thread dependencies. Our current prototype detects POSIX lock-
release events by interposing on pthread_mutex_unlock but
could be easily extended to interpose on other similar functions.
The interposition code intercepts the original function call, ends the
current epoch, injects the necessary delay, and creates a new epoch
before redirecting the call to the actual function. We find, how-
ever, that frequent inter-thread dependencies, such as short con-
tented critical sections, may result in many small epochs. When
this happens the epoch creation overhead may be higher than the
epoch itself, thus contributing to a very high emulation overhead.
We mitigate this overhead by enforcing a configurable minimum
epoch size. When a thread needs to begin a new epoch, it first
checks whether the current epoch size exceeds the minimum size
before ending and beginning a new epoch. As we show later in the
evaluation section, this relaxation dramatically reduces overhead
while not compromising accuracy.

Finally, the library provides applications with an extended API
for working with persistent memory. First, it exports a pmal-
loc/pfree API that applications may use to allocate and free
persistent memory. Second, it provides a pflush method that
flushes and write-backs a cacheline out to memory (using the x86
clflush instruction), and then injects a configurable delay for em-
ulating slower writes to persistent memory [36]. This approach to
writes is different from regular volatile memory. In volatile mem-
ory, writes are posted, meaning the processor does not have to wait
for the completion of a write before issuing the next one as long as
there are available hardware buffers for holding outstanding writes.
Thus, usually writes are not on the applications’s critical path and
do not contribute to processor stall cycles. In contrast, with per-
sistent memory, writes are on the critical path because persistent-
memory applications that correctly implement crash recovery re-
quire issuing and waiting for writes to complete in a specified order.
So while the epoch-latency model is necessary for emulating slower
NVM writes, it is not sufficient as it does not capture dependencies
between writes on the critical path. The pflush method effec-

tively captures such dependencies by pessimistically assuming that
each write depends on the previous write to persistent memory, and
emulates slow writes by simply stalling and waiting for a write to
complete before continuing with the next write. Later, in Section 6,
we discuss ideas on how to further improve on this approach and
allow for parallelism in the case of independent writes.

3.2 Tuning the Emulation Overhead
Overall, the emulator’s library initialization takes around 5.5 bil-

lion cycles, which translates into 2.5 seconds of wall clock time on
a 2.2 GHz CPU with several NUMA nodes on the system. Register-
ing an application thread takes 300,000 cycles (therefore, spawning
an additional thread requires 10 microseconds on a 2.2 GHz CPU).

The epoch calculation takes on average 4000 cycles of overhead,
where roughly half of it is imposed by the CPU performance coun-
ters reading. We make use of rdpmc instructions to directly read the
CPU counters in user space in order to minimize overhead. Quartz
keeps track of accumulated overhead that is caused by the epoch
creation calls. The emulator tries to amortize this overhead by de-
creasing the injected delay for emulation of NVM latency. In case
a calculated delay at the end of the current epoch is smaller than
the overall accumulated overhead, this overhead is carried over to
the upcoming epochs.

With a proper epoch duration configuration, the emulator is able
to amortize all the epoch processing overhead. For memory bound
applications, a smaller epoch size is beneficial. Quartz is aug-
mented with specially designed statistics to provide useful feed-
back to the user: this statistics reports whether the emulator over-
head was amortized entirely or not, and it indicates whether adjust-
ing the epoch size may improve emulation accuracy for a particular
application. Quartz offers a few additional knobs in its configura-
tion for measuring the emulation overhead. These knobs are useful
for tuning the emulator parameters, such as selecting a right epoch
size for emulating a given workload. In particular, a user can run
the emulator in a special mode with a “switched-off” delay injec-
tion, while preserving the calls for epoch creation and all the related
delay calculations. Then the user can assess the emulator overhead
for epoch creation by comparing the application completion time
with “no emulation” versus the application completion time with
the emulator in a “switched-off” delay injection mode. For most
experiments reported in this paper the emulator overhead (related
to epoch creation) was less than 4%.

Our choice of accessing performance counters using rdpmc in-
structions is mainly driven by a significantly lower overhead com-
pared to standard frameworks such as perf [11] and PAPI [9].
These frameworks are attractive because they offer portable inter-
faces for accessing counters. However, they come with a high over-
head price. For example, accessing all the required counters using
PAPI tool will incur 30,000 cycles, which is about 8 times higher
overhead compared to using rdpmc instructions. This would in-
crease the epoch processing overhead to 30,000 cycles, and would
make it very difficult to amortize this overhead, and therefore,
would lead to a high emulation inaccuracy.

3.3 Emulating Two Memory Types: Volatile
Memory and Persistent Memory

Emulating persistent memory provides us with an important
framework for understanding its performance implications to fu-
ture applications. However, future system architectures may also
choose to provide DRAM volatile memory as a faster type of mem-
ory in addition to NVM persistent memory [28]. This opens up
several questions about system software design with NVMs. Shall
we build systems with two types of memory: DRAM (fast, small)
and NVM (slow, large), i.e., where DRAM is not simply a caching
layer for NVM? Given these two types of available memory, how



shall we design new applications or redesign the old ones to bene-
fit from this memory arrangement and decide on the efficient data
placement? Thus, many design and data placement decision will
depend on the performance characteristics (latency and bandwidth)
of future NVMs, and therefore, there is a need to extend the pro-
posed performance emulator to mimic performance characteristics
of both DRAM and NVM technologies.

In this section, we introduce Quartz’ extension for emulating
such system with two types of memory. Figure 6 presents the
emerging future architecture, which we would like to emulate.
Each socket (CPU) in the target system is directly attached to
DRAM and NVM modules.

Figure 6: A future system with co-existed two types of memory:
DRAM and NVM.

To implement the system configuration shown in Figure 6, we
utilize a multi-socket server (two-socket servers are rather a new
norm in the enterprise environments) and enhance Quartz design
with a Virtual Topology feature as shown in Figure 7. At a first
step, the emulator partitions CPUs (sockets) into sibling sets where
each set contains two sibling CPUs. This enables the use of unmod-
ified local DRAM latency while offering emulated (higher) access
latency to virtual NVM.

Figure 7: Quartz implementation that utilizes a two-socket server for
emulating the co-existence of DRAM and NVM.

Next, all application threads are bound to the first CPU of each
sibling set and respective local DRAM of the first CPU: for allo-
cating regular volatile memory using the standard malloc/free
API. Then the emulator maps virtual NVM to DRAM of the sib-
ling CPU socket, referred to as remote DRAM. The emulator pro-
vides a pmalloc/pfree API that application threads have to use
for allocating memory from virtual NVM. We utilize the underlying
NUMA allocator methods (i.e., numa_alloc_onnode) to allocate
memory from remote DRAM associated with the emulated NVM.

When designing new applications and algorithms that utilize
both types of memory (DRAM and NVM), the application pro-
grammers can use the malloc/free API to aimingly allocate fre-
quently accessed data structures in volatile memory, and use re-
spectively the pmalloc/pfree API for mapping and storing larger
(less-frequently accessed) data in NVM.

While assigning each memory type to separate sockets reduces
the number of available cores in the system (as remote DRAM
cores are not used for computation), it lets us leverage hardware
performance counters to estimate memory references issued to
volatile memory (i.e., local DRAM) and non-volatile memory (i.e.,
remote DRAM), as we explain next.

In order for the emulator to be able to selectively increase the
access latency to NVM (emulated by remote DRAM) while leaving
local memory accesses unchanged, first of all, we should be able to
split the measured processor stall cycles into two portions:

• stall cycles that are due to local memory accesses, and
• stall cycles that are incurred by accessing remote DRAM.

Once we estimate stall cycles that are due to remote memory ac-
cesses, we could apply our model presented in Section 2.2 for em-
ulating NVM latency.

To our rescue, the modern Intel processors (e.g., Ivy Bridge,
Haswell) support hardware performance counters that report
whether LLC (Last Level Cache) misses are served from local or
remote DRAM. To calculate an additional delay which the emula-
tor needs to inject at the epochs boundaries, we use the following
notations:

• DRAMloc
lat - the average local DRAM access latency (in ns).

• DRAMrem
lat - the average remote DRAM access latency (in ns).

• Mloc
i - the total number of memory references going to local

DRAM in epoch i.
• Mrem

i - the total number of memory references going to re-
mote DRAM in epoch i.

• LDM_STALLi - the total number of processor stall cycles
caused by serving all memory requests in epoch i.

In order to correctly split the measured (total) stall cycles into local
and remote memory stall cycles, we also need to take into account
the measured access latencies to local and remote DRAM. Here is
a simple example, explaining the intuition and the equations, which
we present below. Let 3000 ns be reported as a total stall time in
the latest epoch, and let there be 10 local and 10 remote memory
references reported by hardware counters in this epoch. Assume
that local DRAM latency is 100 ns and remote DRAM hardware
latency is 200 ns. Note that higher remote latency directly translates
into a higher processor stall time for remote accesses. Therefore, it
will be incorrect to split 3000 ns equally between 10 local and 10
remote accesses. We have to use measured latencies for local and
remote memory accesses as additional weights in splitting the stall
time: 3000 ns = 10*100 ns +10*200 ns, and therefore, 1000 ns will
be a portion of a local stall time while 2000 ns will be attributed to
a remote stall time. Following this reasoning, we can calculate the
stall time due to remote memory accesses by using the following
heuristic:

LDM_STALLrem
i = LDM_STALLi ×

Mrem
i ·DRAMrem

lat

Mloc
i ·DRAMloc

lat +Mrem
i ·DRAMrem

lat

Once we estimate LDM_STALLrem
i for each epoch i, we can fol-

low the memory model designed in Section 2.2 and compute the
required software delays for emulating NVM latency.

Therefore, for implementing the system with two types of mem-
ory: DRAM and NVM, the designed model requires at most
four hardware performance counters available in Ivy Bridge and
Haswell processors.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION STUDY
In this section, we evaluate the accuracy and the utility of the pro-

posed approach by using a set of specially designed microbench-
marks and Big Data applications. In particular, we utilize a vari-
ety of specially tailored microbenchmark, such as MemLat, Multi-
Threaded, and MultiLat benchmarks, designed for validating spe-
cific features of the emulator. We validate the emulator imple-
mentation on three latest Intel Xeon-based processor architectures:
Sandy Bridge, Ivy Bridge, and Haswell. In some cases, we present
the execution/validation results for all three hardware choices in



our testbed. However, to avoid, the presentation repetitiveness (due
to similarity of these results), for most cases, we present the subset
of performed experimental results.

4.1 Experimental Testbeds
Our emulator is implemented and evaluated on three different

dual-socket systems representing latest Intel Xeon-based processor
families:

• Intel Xeon E5-2450 with Sandy Bridge processor that sup-
ports 16 two-way hyper-threaded cores running at 2.1 GHz,
with measured local and remote memory access latencies of
97 ns and 162 ns respectively.

• Intel Xeon E5-2660 v2 with Ivy Bridge processor that sup-
ports 20 two-way hyper-threaded cores running at 2.2 GHz,
with measured local and remote memory access latencies of
87 ns and 176 ns respectively;

• Intel Xeon CPU E5-2650 v3 with Haswell processor
that supports 20 two-way hyper-threaded cores running at
2.3 GHz, with measured local and remote memory access
latencies of 120 ns and 175 ns respectively.

Table 2 presents the summary of measured accesses latencies to
local and remote DRAM in different testbed servers used in our
performance experiments:

Processor Min Aver Max Min Aver Max
Family local local local remote remote remote

Sandy Bridge 97 97 98 158 163 165
Ivy Bridge 87 87 87 172 176 185
Haswell 120 120 120 174 175 175

Table 2: Measured Memory Access Latencies.

4.2 Validating Accuracy of Memory Band-
width Emulation

As bandwidth emulation is solely based on hardware features,
we are primarily interested in verifying that the memory bandwidth
can be indeed controlled through the thermal control registers.

Figure 8 shows the memory bandwidth measured using copy ker-
nel of STREAM benchmark [14] for varying thermal control reg-
ister values. The measured memory bandwidth changes linearly as
a function of specified register values, until the application’s maxi-
mum attainable bandwidth is reached.

As DRAM memory bandwidth can be controlled linearly using
thermal control registers, we conclude that the desired bandwidth
for NVM can be realized with good accuracy.
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Figure 8: Relationship between memory throttling using thermal con-
trol registers and memory bandwidth of STREAM benchmark (copy
kernel) on Sandy Bridge processor.

4.3 Approach for Validating Memory La-
tency Emulation

An additional interesting challenge in building the NVM perfor-
mance emulator is solving the problem “how to validate the cor-

rectness and accuracy of the designed emulation platform”? Since
the next-generation of NVMs are not currently available, it is a non-
trivial task to assess the effectiveness of our approach and accuracy
of performance models used in the emulator design.

In order to achieve “physically slower” memory (i.e., mem-
ory with higher access latency), we perform our experiments
on a multi-socket machine as shown in Figure 9, and utilize
NUMA (Non-Unified Memory Access) properties of these servers,
i.e., the fact that processor accesses to remote DRAM exhibit
higher latencies compared to local memory access time.

Figure 9: Two-socket servers used in our testbed.

Therefore, we utilize the following two different configurations
in our performance experiments:

• Conf_1 – where both a processor and allocated memory be-
long to the same socket. Then we use our emulator to enforce
higher memory access latency and emulate slower NVM for
executing benchmarks and test applications in this configu-
ration as shown in Figure 10 (a), and in particular, we can
emulate the remote DRAM access latency;

• Conf_2 – where we use a processor from one socket and al-
located remote memory from the other socket to run the same
applications as shown in Figure 10 (b). We use the numactl
tool [8] to bind the experiment’s computation on the local
socket and force the experiment to use memory from the re-
mote socket: this way we can physically increase memory
latency.

(a) Executing benchmarks and applications under Quartz and higher
(emulated) memory latency in Conf_1.

(b) Executing benchmarks and applications with higher (physical) mem-
ory latency in Conf_2.

Figure 10: Validation testbed.

First, we run a set of latency-sensitive experiments on Conf_1
with our emulator which injects software created delays to mimic
the latency of remote socket memory. Then for validation and com-
parison, we measure the application completion times when they
are executed directly on Conf_2 without the emulator.



4.4 Validating Memory Model Implemented
in Quartz

We designed a memory-latency bound pointer-chasing bench-
mark, called MemLat, with a configurable degree of memory access
parallelism. The benchmark creates a pointer chain as an array of
64-bit integer elements. The contents of each element dictate which
one is read next; and each element is read exactly once. We choose
the array size to be much larger than the size of the last-level cache
so that each element’s memory access results in a cache miss that
is guaranteed to be served from memory.

The MemLat microbenchmark is memory-latency sensitive be-
cause the next element to be accessed is determined only after the
current access completes. The benchmark can also create multiple
independent chains to define different degrees of memory access
parallelism used for validation of our memory model that accounts
for MLP (Memory Level Parallelism). During each iteration the
microbenchmark accesses the current element of each chain before
proceeding with the next element. This results in multiple parallel
memory requests as element accesses from different chains are in-
dependent. To minimize memory accesses due to TLB misses, we
configure the virtual memory subsystem to use 2 MB hugepages.
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Figure 11: Validation experiments with MemLat benchmark.

Figures 11 (a)-(c) report the outcome of our validation exper-
iments performed for three latest Intel Xeon-based processors:
Sandy Bridge, Ivy Bridge, and Haswell. We executed MemLat
in Conf_1 (on local memory) under the emulator which was con-
figured to emulate the remote memory access latency. Then we
compared these measurements against the actual execution times of
MemLat by running it in Conf_2 (directly on remote memory). The
X-axis reflects the number of concurrent pointers chains configured
for the MemLat benchmark execution, and which defines the num-
ber of independent memory accesses issued by microbenchmark at
each iteration, i.e., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8, and Y-axis shows the emula-
tion errors (%) 4.

Figures 11 (a)-(c) show that Quartz accurately emulates Mem-
Lat executions with different concurrency degree compared to the
measured results of the same benchmark on the remote DRAM in
Conf_2. The emulated and measured results are only 0.2%-4%
apart from each other for all three processors: Sandy Bridge, Ivy
Bridge, and Haswell.

4All the experiments are performed 20 times, and the measurement results are aver-
aged. This comment applies to all results in this section. We performed the experi-
ments for different maximum epoch sizes, e.g., 1 ms, 10 ms, and 100 ms. The accuracy
degrades with larger epoch size, e.g., 100 ms, while 1 ms and 10 ms epochs support a
good accuracy. We use 10 ms epochs to minimize the overhead.

An interesting and useful feature of the implemented MemLat
benchmark is that it can be used for measuring the memory access
latency5. Therefore, we exploit this MemLat functionality in our
experiments. When we set Quartz to emulate a specified memory
latency Latemul , we could compare it against the measured memory
latency Latmeas reported by MemLat, and in such a way, we can
compute the emulation error.

Figures 12 (a),(c),(e) present the results of executing MemLat
with Quartz for the three processor families (Sandy Bridge, Ivy
Bridge, and Haswell) while emulating a wide range of NVM la-
tencies (shown in X axes): from 200 ns to 1000 ns. X-axis show
the emulated memory latencies Latemul , while Y-axes show the re-
ported by MemLat measured memory access latencies Latmeas. The
red error bars show the variation in measured times across 20 trials.
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Figure 12: Reported latencies by MemLat under Quartz emulator with
different target (emulated) NVM latencies.

Figures 12 (b),(d),(f) show the emulation errors, i.e., the differ-
ence between target emulated NVM latencies and the measured
ones. Quartz demonstrates a good accuracy across all the exper-
iments: the errors are:

• less than 9% on Sandy Bridge processor family,
• less than 2% on the Ivy Bridge processors, and
• less than 6% on Haswell processors.

The difference in performance results is mainly due to a differ-
ence in hardware performance counters available (for accounting
the stall cycles) in these processor families6.

4.5 Validating Quartz Implementation for
Multi-Threaded Case

The main challenge in correctly emulating multi-threaded ap-
plications is propagating delays between the threads with inter-
5Memory Latency Checker tool from Intel exploits a similar idea [4].
6The counters available in earlier Intel Sandy Bridge processor family are
less reliable as many blogs’ messages and discussion groups reflect.



dependencies (as shown in Fig. 4). Quartz introduces configurable
minimum epochs for propagating these delays at thread synchro-
nization points in addition to a static (maximum) epoch mechanism.

To validate and analyze the proposed solution, we designed a
special Multi-Threaded benchmark, which can be configured with
the following parameters:

• N - to spawn N threads;
• K - each thread executes K critical sections;
• cs_dur - with computations inside the critical sections de-

fined by the cs_dur number of pointer chasing iterations of
the MemLat benchmark;

• out_dur - with computations outside (between) the critical
sections defined by the out_dur number of pointer chasing
iterations of the MemLat benchmark.

We measure Multi-Threaded benchmark execution times in
Conf_1 under our emulator, which emulates on local DRAM the
access latency of remote DRAM. Then we compare these mea-
surements against the actual execution times of the Multi-Threaded
benchmark (without the emulator) in Conf_2 (i.e., by directly exe-
cuting it on remote DRAM).

To analyze the benefit and overhead of the “minimum” epoch
creation, we run experiments with 2, 4, and 8 threads, with each
thread entering 1 million critical sections, where it executes 100
pointer chasing iterations.

Figures 13 (a)-(d) summarize these results on Sandy Bridge and
Ivy Bridge processor families for two cases. Figures 13 (a),(c) rep-
resent an extreme case when each thread computes in the critical
sections only and no computation is done outside the critical sec-
tions (abbreviated as cs only). While Figures 13 (b),(d) represent a
more traditional scenario, where a thread performs computations
inside and outside of a critical section: we applied parameters
that define an equal amount of computations inside and outside of
a critical section (abbreviated as: “with compute”).
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Figure 13: Validating Quartz emulation accuracy for Multi-Threaded
benchmark (on Sandy Bridge and Ivy Bridge processors).

Each figure has 5 lines: the red solid line which shows the ac-
tual benchmark execution times (no emulation), and four lines that
correspond to Multi-Threaded benchmark executions with Quartz
emulator configured with different minimum epoch size of 0.01
ms, 0.1 ms, 1 ms, and 10 ms. Note, that since we use the maxi-

mum (static) epoch size of 10 ms across our experiments, the case
with minimum and maximum epoch sizes of 10 ms (light blue line)
shows what would happen if each thread injects its own (indepen-
dent) delay, i.e., the delays due to inter-dependencies between the
threads are not propagated. Indeed, in this case, the emulation does
suffer a high inaccuracy, which gets worse with the increased num-
ber of threads (up to 34% for Ivy Bridge).

These results justify our design and implementation with inter-
cepting the synchronization primitives and injecting the additional
delays using the minimum epochs’ mechanism. The remaining
three lines show a good accuracy of Quartz (<3% error) compared
to actual measurements and the insignificant implementation over-
head.

4.6 Validating the Emulator Implementation
with DRAM+NVM Configuration

In Section 3.3, we described our approach for emulating sys-
tems with two types of memory: DRAM (fast, small) and NVM
(slow, large) by utilizing two-socket servers. Under this approach
the CPU from one socket is used to support application process-
ing on data allocated in local DRAM (with unchanged access la-
tency) and remote DRAM (which is used for emulating NVM with
a higher access latency).

The main challenge in correctly emulating performance of an ap-
plication which utilizes both types of memory (DRAM and NVM)
is the ability of Quartz to accurately split the accumulated processor
stall cycles into two parts: 1) stall cycles which are accumulated as
a result of local DRAM accesses and 2) stall cycles which are due
to memory accesses to remote DRAM. If emulator has an estimate
of processor stalls due to remote DRAM accesses then it can com-
pute a required additional delay for injection into the application
execution to emulate a specified (higher) NVM access latency.

To validate and analyze the proposed solution, we designed a
special MultiLat benchmark, which is a tailored extension of the
MemLat benchmark described in Section 4.4. The original Mem-
Lat benchmark creates a pointer chain as an array of 64-bit inte-
ger elements. The contents of each element dictate which one is
read next; and each element is read exactly once. The new Mul-
tiLat benchmark creates a pointer chain over two different arrays
(with the specified array sizes), where one array is placed in DRAM
while the second one is mapped into NVM. In addition, MultiLat
let the user specify the access pattern in the benchmark’s sequence
of memory accesses (i.e., in a pointer chain). This access pattern is
iterative (repetitive) and defines the number of DRAM accesses in
the sequence followed by the number of NVM accesses before the
pattern is repeated. For example, we can define an access pattern
where the benchmark after each 200 DRAM accesses performs 100
NVM accesses, etc.

Intuitively, if we implemented the emulator correctly then the
completion time of such a benchmark is defined by the sum of the
number of elements in each array multiplied by the corresponding
memory access time. Therefore, the benchmark completion time
should be the same (or very close) for different access patterns. For
example, let we execute MultiLat benchmark configured with the
following parameters:

• NumDRAM – the number of elements in the array residing in
DRAM;

• NumNV M – the number of elements in the second array
placed in NVM;

• DRAMlat – the measured DRAM access time;
• NV Mlat – the specified (emulated) NVM access latency.

Then for different memory access patterns (that we can define using



the design of this benchmark) its completion time CT should be:

CT = NumDRAM ·DRAMlat +NumNV M ·NV Mlat

We have executed MultiLat benchmark with two different configu-
rations, where

• Configuration 10M:10M denotes the MultiLat benchmark
with NumDRAM = 10M and NumNV M = 10M;

• Configuration 20M:10M denotes the MultiLat benchmark
with NumDRAM = 20M and NumNV M = 10M.

In addition, we executed these two MultiLat configurations with
four different access patterns:

1. Pattern-1 defines a recursive pattern where 200,000 DRAM
accesses are followed by 100,000 NVM accesses, etc.

2. Pattern-2 defines a recursive pattern where 20,000 DRAM
accesses are followed by 10,000 NVM accesses, etc.

3. Pattern-3 defines a recursive pattern where 2000 DRAM ac-
cesses are followed by 1000 NVM accesses, etc.

4. Pattern-4 defines a recursive pattern where 200 DRAM ac-
cesses are followed by 100 NVM accesses, etc.

Figures 14 show the average emulation errors (Y-axis) observed
in these experiments with MultiLat for a set of emulated NVM la-
tencies: 200 ns, 300 ns, 400 ns, 500 ns, 600 ns, and 700 ns (as
shown in X-axis). We performed each experiment 10 times (for
two different configuration and four different access pattern). The
results are shown for Ivy Bridge and Haswell Xeon-based proces-
sor families.
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Figure 14: Emulation error for MultiLat under Quartz emulator with
different emulated NVM latencies and DRAM + NVM access patterns
on the two-socket processors: Ivy Bridge and Haswell.

The average measured emulation errors are below 1.2% in these
experiments for all access patterns and two MultiLat benchmark
configurations.

4.7 Case Study with Real Applications
We performed a validation and sensitivity study with Quartz

and two Big Data applications (production quality) such as
MassTree [26] (that represents a fast Key-Value store) and a par-
allel PageRank algorithm from Yahoo [23].

In the experiments with PageRank, we used a graph with
4,847,571 vertices and 68,993,773 edges. The computation con-
verges after 64 iterations with less than 9.563e-08 error.

Validation Results.
We performed validation experiments with both MassTree and

PageRank by running them on Conf_1 with our emulator which in-
jects software created delays to mimic the latency of remote socket
memory. Then for validation and comparison, we measure the ap-
plications’ performance when they are executed directly on Conf_2
without the emulator.

The implementation of MassTree allowed us to execute this ap-
plication with different number of threads. We perform the exper-
iments with 1,2,4, and 8 threads7. Figure 15 shows two bars that
represent the measured errors for put/s and get/s operations.
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Figure 15: Validation errors for multithreaded executions of MassTree
on Sandy Bridge processor family.

The emulation errors on Sandy Bridge vary between 2-8%
which shows a good accuracy of our emulator.

The PageRank implementation is single threaded (therefore, we
only have validation numbers for this configuration). The differ-
ence (error) between emulated and measured completion times of
PageRank on Sandy Bridge processor family is 2.9%

NVM Latency and Bandwidth Sensitivity Results.
For sensitivity study we performed experiments, where we var-

ied NVM latency and NVM bandwidth to analyze their impact on
performance of selected applications.
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Figure 16: PageRank and MassTree sensitivity to NVM latency and
NVM bandwidth (Sandy Bridge processor family).

The results shown in Figures 16 (a),(c) present a non-linear per-
formance degradation with increased NVM latency. If NVM la-
tency is 200 ns (i.e., 2 x local DRAM latency) then MassTree
throughput falls by 15%, while the completion time (CT) of PageR-
ank is practically unchanged. However, as NVM latency reaches
7Each experiment is repeated 10 times and results are averaged. In order to eliminate a
possible caching effect on the application performance, we invalidate caches between
the runs.



2 µs MassTree throughput falls by almost 5 times, and the com-
pletion time of PageRank increases by more than 5 times (note, a
non-linear scale of X-axis).

Figures 16 (b),(d) show that both applications, PageRank and
MassTree, are not very sensitivity to NVM bandwidth. For PageR-
ank application only when NVM bandwidth is less than 3 GB/s it
starts impacting the PageRank completion time. For MassTree per-
formance we can see that its throughput gets impacted only when
NVM bandwidth is less than 1.5 GB/s.

Both applications are more sensitive to memory access latency
than to memory bandwidth.

5. RELATED WORK
Several previous projects attempted to emulate performance of

NVM using DRAM. Dulloor et al. [21] describe an emulation
platform that requires special hardware and firmware. Similar
to our approach, they inject delays derived using a simple stall
model. However, they rely on special hardware hooks to monitor
the amount of time a core is not committing instructions. Instead,
we base our model on performance counters commonly available
in commodity processors.

Pelley et al. [30] utilize offline analysis by applying PIN bi-
nary instrumentation tool to estimate the average number of cache
misses per program regions. They use these estimates to introduce
additional delays during actual runs on bare metal. Instead, we fo-
cus on an online model that does not require the extra step of offline
analysis. There are two shortcomings to this approach, first it re-
quires an offline training of the application. Second they do not take
into consideration the memory level parallelism in the hardware.

Volos et al. [36, 35] emulate the NVM write-latency by injecting
a software created delay, whenever a programmer explicitly flushes
a cache line out of the processor. The memory latency model pre-
sented in our paper extends the earlier model by injecting delays to
account for slow NVM reads.

In [24], the authors have proposed to use DRAM bandwidth
throttling for impacting the application perceived latency (as a re-
sult of created resource contention). This method can only be ap-
plied if the application’s bandwidth requirement is higher than the
throttled bandwidth. Moreover, there is a difficulty with achiev-
ing an accurate latency “slowdown” using this method, and it does
not work for latency-bound applications whose bandwidth require-
ments are very small. In contrast, our approach decouples latency
and bandwidth emulations.

There is a body of works that utilize performance counters
for analyzing application memory performance. Green governor
model [22] monitors the last level cache (LLC) misses and memory
stall cycles. They multiply average memory latency by LLC misses
to get an estimated time spent in memory. However, their model
ignores memory-level parallelism, which might lead to an over es-
timate of the actual memory time. Recent work [34] proposes a
memory model based on miss handling status register (MSHR) in-
troduced in AMD processors. However, these performance coun-
ters are not readily available in other platforms (e.g., Intel).

6. DISCUSSION: CHALLENGES AND OP-
PORTUNITIES

Challenges.
There are quite a few obstacles and challenges in accurately mea-

suring the system hardware memory access latencies as one can see
in the related user discussion at the Intel forum [5]. In our work,
we faced similar challenges. For example, Quartz’s interface al-
lows a user to set a target NVM latency in nanoseconds. At the

same time, performance counter measurements are provided in cy-
cles, e.g., stall cycles. Therefore, we need to translate durations
measured in cycles to durations in nanoseconds and vice versa.
Typically, the specified processor frequency can be used for this
translation. However, for energy efficiency many processors are
applying DVFS (Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling)8 during
workload processing depending on the system utilization. There-
fore, to preserve a fixed relationship between cycles and time we
disable DVFS feature.

Another issue is that a memory workload dynamically affects
measured memory latency, i.e., measured “loaded” memory latency
varies depending on the memory system utilization. We believe that
our current model works for this scenario as well, but we plan to
explore this issue in more detail and refine Quartz implementation
and its memory model (if needed) to take this variance into account.

Finally, there are some remaining open questions related to the
accuracy of the analytic memory model for workloads where mem-
ory accesses overlap with computation. When some degree of over-
lapping is available, memory accesses may not stall the processor
completely for the entire trip to DRAM, but could still stall signifi-
cantly with longer NVM latencies. Since the analytic model injects
delay proportional to the cycles that the processor is stalled when
accessing DRAM, it may inject less delay than needed to emulate
the longer NVM latency.

Opportunities.
We are working on extending Quartz to emulate the range of

NVM “store” latencies by exploiting a set of new operations x86
instructions specified by Intel [3, 15] for correctly handling writes
to persistent memory, such as clflushopt and pcommit. The new
clflushopt instruction writebacks and flushes a cacheline simi-
larly to clflush, but unlike clflush the processor does not stall
wait for the flush to complete with respect to NVM before con-
tinuing execution. Instead, a processor stall-waits for all previous
flushes to complete when it reaches a pcommit instruction. This
approach to write-flushes enables applications to express multiple
independent writes that can proceed in parallel, such as when ini-
tializing multiple fields of a persistent object.

Our current approach to emulating writes through pflush (Sec-
tion 3.1), where we stall-wait for a write to complete with respect to
NVM before continuing with the next write, would pessimistically
serialize such independent writes. To model multiple independent
writes, we are planning to model pcommit. A model based on
pcommit would accumulate delays when issuing flushes, and inject
the accumulated delay at the end of the barrier rather than inject a
delay at each flush. This enables the model to capture write paral-
lelism by discounting from the accumulated delay flushes that are
expected to complete by the time the program reaches the pcommit
barrier.

We see an additional opportunity in integrating Quartz with
QEMU (an open source machine emulator and virtualizer). When
used as a machine emulator, QEMU can run OSes and programs
made for one machine (e.g., an ARM-based system) on a different
machine (e.g., Intel-based system). By using dynamic translation,
QEMU achieves a low overhead and good performance. This in-
tegration will enhance Quartz’ usability for studying NVMs with
different performance characteristics on a variety of different sys-
tems.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We presented Quartz a performance emulator for persistent

memory software. We show that our novel epoch-based latency

8DVFS is a power management technique, where the processor frequency can be in-
creased or decreased dynamically.



emulation approach can leverage hardware performance counters
found in modern processors to model average application perceived
latency with low overhead and good accuracy.

Currently, we have got an access to a unique HP custom-
built system that can change (increase) the memory access la-
tency in hardware. Our preliminary experiments with Quartz ver-
sus hardware-based memory emulation do show good accuracy of
Quartz (within 12% error for tests with a subset of our benchmarks
and experiments with MassTree application as well as Graph500
benchmark [1] (its reference implementation). We plan to prepare
an extended version of this paper with additional validation experi-
ments as HP Labs Technical Report published later during this year.
We also consider a possibility to make the code of the emulator
available as an open source.

We believe that relying on commodity hardware will enable
wider adoption of our platform over approaches that require special
hardware. We hope the research community will find our emula-
tor a useful tool for studying the performance of persistent mem-
ory software. Moving forward, we are also looking at supporting
more events that cause inter-thread dependencies including con-
text switches, inter-process communication, and other parallel pro-
gramming constructs such as OpenMP primitives. Also, we are
looking for ways to extend the applicability of our work. We are
working on a few new applications that can demostrate how they
can take advantage of a system that is equipped with both persis-
tent memory and regular volatile DRAM-based main memory. We
plan to perform and demonstrate sensitivity analysis which would
enable system designers to study design trade-offs that arise from
having two memory types with different speeds, such as deciding
on data placement.
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